
 

      Careerpilot—Linking Careers to the curriculum            KS4 –Physics 

      Gatsby 4                   

  

 

Jobs in the space industry 

 

For more information on careers linked to physics go to: 

https://www.careerpilot.org.uk/job-sectors/subject/physics 

To complement teaching of space physics: 

AQA— 4.8.1 

OCR— P8.3 

Edexcel— Topic 7  

 

Suggested activities for subject teachers—each 

would take approx. 15—20 mins. 

1. Discuss jobs in the space industry and show video of NASA Astrophysicist—Amber Straughn 

Students could be given time to research different jobs & careers related to space 

2. Discuss university degree courses linked to space and show video of Studying Physics at Queen Mary University of Lon-

don 

Students could be given time to research different courses related to astronomy / astrophysics. 

3.Discuss apprenticeships in the space industry that range from a lab scientist to a non-destructive testing engineer. Explain 

that there are different levels of apprenticeship & that higher apprenticeships end up leading to a similar level qualification 

to a university degree. Students could be given time to research different levels of apprenticeships. 

4. For higher level students you can introduce the idea of MOOCs (free, online courses) that can help a student decide if 

studying a higher level course is suitable. There are many different topics to choose from: 

e.g. Atmospheric Chemistry: Planets and Life beyond Earth—developed by the University of Leeds 

5. Introduce the students to TED talks as these will help the students to decide if learning about space at university is some-

thing they would like to pursue. There are many relevant talks on Space and in particular How we Study Space. 

This one is particularly good when teaching about black holes: How to take a picture of a black hole 

Homework Activity: Students could spend more time researching jobs / courses related to physics by using Careerpilot 

and feedback next lesson any that they are interested in. 

https://www.careerpilot.org.uk/job-sectors/subject/physics
https://www.careerpilot.org.uk/stories/meet-amber-straughn-nasa-astrophysicist
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=studying+astrophysics+queen+mary&&view=detail&mid=41735A82C745D888412841735A82C745D8884128&rvsmid=02F83AED63EA42D16B1B02F83AED63EA42D16B1B&FORM=VDQVAP
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=studying+astrophysics+queen+mary&&view=detail&mid=41735A82C745D888412841735A82C745D8884128&rvsmid=02F83AED63EA42D16B1B02F83AED63EA42D16B1B&FORM=VDQVAP
https://www.careerpilot.org.uk/job-sectors/subject/physics
https://www.careerpilot.org.uk/information/higher-education-at-18/free-online-courses-offered-by-unis-moocs
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/atmospheric-chemistry-planets-and-life-beyond-earth
https://www.ted.com/playlists/336/how_we_study_space
https://www.ted.com/talks/katie_bouman_what_does_a_black_hole_look_like?referrer=playlist-how_we_study_space
https://careerpilot.org.uk/job-sectors

